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I would like to tell you all a bit more about the educational model we use in Groep Ubuntu.
As you shall see on the next slide the heart/the core of the model is Quality of Life. This is 
our main goal that we want to achieve with every person we support.

It’s also about our vision on people in general. We believe that every person is a unique
being, consisting of multiple essential traits (emotional being, fysical being, mental being
and a spiritual being). We believe that this being, this human, doesn’t live isolated.
Everyone belongs to a community, every being lives in a context. 
And only out of this interaction, specifically of the human BEING withIN his CONTEXT 
(where he BELONGS) a human can BECOME the true/full potential he really is.  So the 3B’s 
(Being, Becoming, Belonging) are also part of our educational model.

Then how do we achieve all this; this quality of life and reaching for the full potential? By
putting at stake Autonomy, Competences and Connection. Non of these are more 
important than the other, but as a DJ jamming the mixing table, caregivers can focus
sometimes more on the part of Connection without forgetting the Competences or 
Autonomy. It’s all depending on the unique BEING the person is and his CONTEXT and the
interaction in between.
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So like mentioned before, you see the 3 B’s in the model. These are the context of our
model, our holistic vision on humans. All interacting with eachother.
As mentioned before, in the heart you see the QOL, as our goal, what we want to achieve. 
But what is Quality of Life? 
In the circle on the outside you see the 8 domains explained by Bob Schalock’s investigation
on Quality of Life. People all over the world, without or without disability, gave answers
according those 8 domains what would give them Quality of Life. As you can see in the
yellow part about wellbeing, we added a 9th domain, energetic/spiritual wellbeing, or what
the Japanese call Ikigai. What gives you energy to start the day, the extra layer on life…
So next you have material wellbeing (like housing, cloths, …), physical wellbeing (like 
healthy food, sport, or in a bad way injuries, pain, … ) and emotional wellbeing (like having
or not psychological problems, stress, or in a positive way resilience, feeling well…). The
dark gray domains are about Personal Development (what you want to learn, to achieve in 
life) and Self-Determination (what choices do you make, or better, can you make, or do 
your supporters make the decisions in your life…). The last 3 domains in light grey refer to
your Rights (voting, having children, …), Social Inclusion (in what way you take part in the
community?) and your Interpersonal Relationships (do you have friends, also outside the
workfacility/, friends without disabilities, you choose to see whenever you want, …)
Our TOOLS to succesfully achieve all these domains are Autonomy, Connection & 
Competences.
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